


My thinking started from the last year project ''Storyboard a day at home from 

sleep to sleep'', where we had to show every person's daily routine actvities, 
which are closely related with our home surrounding, interior design, furniture 

layout and separate furniture.





It can be found in almost every room (the family room, living room, sitting room or 

the lounge). Its purpose is seating, it may be used for reclining as well - especially 

if we sleep, watch tv or read books and magazines. 



Sofa’s definition (Dictionary.com) says, it  is a piece of furniture for seating two or 

more persons, which form comes from the bench.



Nowadays, we imagine sofa with or without armrests, that is 
partially or entirely upholstered, and often fitted with springs and 

tailored cushions.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armrest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upholstery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cushion


Over the years, the sofa's design has really changed a lot, and time has created 

an evolution, which I want to show as a series from historical to current pictures.  





This may be the earliest surviving sofa: it was made in England in the 1690s in a 

style that would long remain popular there, referred to as “double Windsor 

chairs without a division.”

This piece still has its original upholstery, beautifully designed but so skimpily 

padded that it would not have provided a comfortable seat.



Victorian sofas came in many different shapes and sizes during this defining era 

for furniture, but were generally characterized by their dramatic wood and 

upholstery detailing. These sofas often had elaborate, dust-catching woodwork 

on the legs and sofa backs as well as nail heads and tufled upholstery in damask, 

velvet or leather. A very recognizable example of Victorian style is the 

Chesterfield, a richy padded sofa still used today.



Created as a rebellion against the emerging industrialization and ornate 

artificiality of the Victorian period. Art and Crafts style sofas empharized the 

simple and rustic. Usually designed and completely by an individual craftsman 

working without complicated machinery, these sofas were made of very sturdy 

woods and fabrics; their decorative elements – if they had any- were often 

inspired by nature or gothic art.



Inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement of hand crafted, quality furniture. Art 

Nouveau style sofas were created of the highest quality woods and materials but 

with an added injection of luxe, sophisticated ornamentation. These sofas often 

featured swooping curved lines and detailing of stylized flowers or vines with lush 

upholstery in jewel- toned velvet.



While often confused with Arn Nouveau, Art Deco style furniture was very 

different from that of the previous era. The sofas of this time period were mass 

produced so they weren‘t just for elite, and featured bold geometric design 

elements. 



Sofas from this era adhered to the Mid-Century modern priciple of equating style 

with function. These sofas features simple, straight lines with little decoration. Sofa 

sleepers, such as those featured in our Flexsteel Gallery, were popular during this 

utilitarian, classic era, when sofas were manufactured to be comfortable and 

useful as opposed to merely decorative.



Coined in the 90‘s, the term Shabby Chic refers to a purposefully antiqued or 

“old“ looking bohemian styles. Shabby Chick sofas are often large and 

overstuffed, without a large amount of ornamentation. While these sofas will 

usually resemble those of other eras as they have been repurposed from 

antiques, they will be refinished or reupholstered in a distressed soft pasten color 

such as white or pale blue.



Keeping the clean lines of the Mid – Century Modern, style, Contemporary style 

sofas add  in futuristic curving lines and popping colors with sophisticated 

touches of embellishment. While this style of design starte din the 1950‘s and 60s 

as interest in the ultramodern peaked with the invention of travel by aircraft, this 

style is still the primary one in fashion today and is constantly developing.





Aston Martin Heritage Designs exclusively presents the Aston Martin DB6 

couch. The limited edition couch will surely add a sense of cool to your 

living room and cause you to be admired by your friends and visitors.. 

The two-seater couch comes with an engraved number plate.

http://www.astonmartinheritagedesigns.com/


This sofa design by Lila Lang. One half is a plain looking sofa with a decidedly 
curvy old fashioned style. The other half appears to be climbing the wall! On one 

hand it fulfills a function – somewhere to sit on. On the other hand, it’s perhaps a 

piece of art. The Canape is almost symmetrical designed so it should fit corner 

walls in either direction. This design was recently featured in an exhibition Parcours

Saint Germaine in Paris France.

http://www.parcoursaintgermain.com/index.html


SofaBOX: A creative and unusual sofa design by Hofgartner from 

Winterthur, Switzerland

http://www.swiss-miss.com/2008/04/sofa-box.html


Modular sofa Brigitte from Ludus sent Mobilia Collection German furniture 

manufacturer. Ludus only consists of three parts cushion: seat cushions, pillows 

back and corner back cushion (optional) – and painted MDF back part (library). 

Ludus affords one many opportunities to sit, lie down, play, work or lie down. 

Combining the back shelves of libraries, which can serve as a practical storage 

space for books or any other items needed. 

http://www.mobilia-collection.com/


Brick walls applied to a furniture set. This highly original collection called 

“Bricks&Mortar” includes a chair, a love seat and a sofa, all featuring a very 

interesting upholstering material. These items quite interesting and out of the 

ordinary. We think they would go great in a creative interior, surrounded by a 

simple color palette and a minimalist decor.



The fabric for the Pixel Sofa has been picked up by Danish manufacturer 
Kvadrat, based on a concept of Cristian Zuzunaga, a Royal College of Art 

graduate. The contemporary couch is sure to grab everyone’s attention by virtue 

of its wide spectrum of colors.



Do-Lo-Rez sofa designed by Ron Arad is an interesting combination of shape and 

colour. This contemporary sofa is made of multiple cubes and rectangles of 

different heights and colours. Do-Lo-Rez sofa surely can be a center of attention 

in your living room.



The Box Sofa has a solid wood frame is highlighted by equally crisp and tailored 

upholstery. The classic tuft detailing softens the look without losing the carful 

geometry of the rest of the sofa. Slender, tapered legs lend a sense of 

weightlessness that offsets the square shape. Each leg is finished with a brushed 

brass sleeve cap to round out the consummate attention to detail.

http://delaespada.com/


You can sit or you can lie on it! (Designer: Caterina Tiazzoldi and Eduardo Benamor

Duarte)

http://www.tiazzoldi.org/


In 1999, Lithuanian designer Jonas Jurgaitis was captured by aliens, 

upon his return to earth, he immediately began to sketch out a sofa 

design that he was told to pass along to us here on earth. 

(Designer: Jonas Jurgaitis)

http://www.jonas-design.co.uk/


This sofa looks like a giant brush adorned with thick bristles, but each of 

these comfortable bristle is designed to give you a relaxing massage. It’s a 

very different take on the most common furniture that we see in every 

house. This sofa is a concept which is the result of a student from 

school BCUC.

http://64.233.179.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://www.bcuc.ac.uk/student_life/student_work_gallery/furniture_design_gallery.aspx
http://www.bcuc.ac.uk/student_life/student_work_gallery/furniture_design_gallery.aspx


(Designer: Bauke Knottnerus)

http://baukeknottnerus.nl/


Creative sofa design from Nina Edwards that is sure to be the focal point of any 

room it graces.



Cor furniture takes lounging into another level, by introducing their new Lava Sofa. In 
collaboration with designers Kristen Antje Hoppert and Steffen Kroll of Studop Vertijet, Core 
furniture’s Lava Sofa has so many things to offer. The “Lava” is “a work of art and a piece of 
sitting-reclining lounge furniture at the same time, the concept of Lava is as diverse as its 
uses”. The possibilities are endless as the vertical variance reaches down to the floor as soft, 
upholstered mats transform even this surface into part of the furniture.



The Feel Seating System designed by Animi Causa has a really unusual shape. 
The shape is inspired by a molecular structure, the basic form for all objects is the 

universe. It is made of 120 sofa balls covered with elastic fabric. The structure of 

the feel allows to create multiple forms.

http://www.animicausa.com/animi.html


(Designers: Cheng-Tsung Feng and Kai-Ting 

Lin)

http://www.yankodesign.com/search/"Cheng-Tsung+Feng"


Yang Sofa is a sofa that allows you to play with. It can be interlocked to form a 
sofa or a sectional part . You can create a range of different groupings using up 

to four left or right arm sofas. Designer Francois Bauchet created this brilliant 
Yang sofa for Ligne Roset.

http://www.ligne-roset-usa.com/?sec=products&pid=11&cid=16&rid=161&page=0


Behind the Wall is a two sided piece of furniture designed by Jordi Canudas that 

is both wall and sofa. It offers a comfortable sitting area that becomes playful 

when users interact from both sides of the wall. Movement, sound and touch hint 

at what might be happening on the other side.

http://www.jordicanudas.com/


Swiss designer Alexander Rehn created the Cay Sofa concept to not only 

accommodate the various postures we assume, but to anticipate them. The 

couch appears to be fixed in one position, yet depending on where someone 

sits on it, the form slowly folds or shifts to provide support like a piece of giant 

origami.

http://www.alexanderrehn.com/


Called Sosia, this Emanuele Magini creation for Campeggi is a comfortable 

modular sofa that can offer you various other uses other than just a sofa, 

depending on your current needs. The Sosia can be split up into two armchairs 

and placed anywhere in the room ready to adapt to any new interior design 

changes. The Sosia can also be turned into an improvised bed.



(Designer: Kwangho Lee)

http://www.yankodesign.com/index.php/2007/05/17/caba-felt-covered-chair-by-kwangho-lee/


Sofa made from crumpled paper. 

(Designer: Tokujin Yoshioka for Moroso)

http://www.tokujin.com/
http://www.moroso.it/


This beautiful sofa design, inspired by the infinity symbol [or the number 8], was 

created by a really talented french designer Emmanuel Laffon de Mazieres.

http://www.emmanuel-laffon.com/


This piece of furniture is called East meet West and it was designed by Tonio de 
Roover. At a first glance the design looks awesome. The idea behind this 

“carpet sofa” it is pretty simple, a wood and inox support on top of a persian

rug. 



The Sirchester luminous sofa comes with a padded quilted backrest and an inner 

drainage system keeps the seat dry in case of a shower. Available in yacht blue, 

white, black, hide, apple green and fuchsia, the Sirchester sofa is one groovy 

decor solution to both lighting and seating. The illuminating sofa is available 

through Made in Design for £950

http://www.madeindesign.co.uk/prod-Sirchester-Luminous-sofa-Serralunga-refsirchester-sofa-light.html


Made from 100% recycled paper dunnage bags, the size of the 

sofa when fully inflated is 180 cm in width and 90cm in height.. 

(Designed by: malafor)

http://www.malafor.com/


This Sofa was made for an ad 

campaign for swimming pool design 

firm Piscine Castiglione near Milan.

http://www.piscinecastiglione.it/


(Designer: Gaetano Pesce)



For those of you who loved Lego when you were young here is something that 
might remind you of that period. Designed and created by Thierry Nahon & 

Philippe Landecker, LunaBlocks are based on an original concept, the 

transformation and enlargement of bricks used in building games for children. 

Easily stacked together, functional and totally versatile, LunaBlocks are 

designed for the world of decoration and for the home.



(Designer: unknown)

http://www.demilked.com/creative-and-unusual-sofa-designs/


The iconic Bocca sofa was designed in 1970 

and remains an eye-catcher to this day. It is 

a tribute to Salvador Dali’s Mae West Lips 

sofa. (Designer: Gufram)

http://www.europebynet.com/Detail_nn_sku_GUSFA001.html


(Designer: Rodolfo Rocchetti)

http://www.tappezzeriarocchetti.com/eng/index.html


Artists and designers get inspiration from a lot of things – even plants. 

Take cactus for instance. The freakily real green cactus-sofa above 

was used for an AXN-ad with the tagline “Relax if you can.”



Egg Sofa shouldn’t cause any problems for an experienced yogi but if 

you are a mere mortal – skip to the next example. (Brand name: Axn, 

Agency: 1861 United)



For the group exhibition "Euro pallets", curated by Ralf 

Michel, at the Centro Culturale Svizzero in Milano.



This is the smart sofa. Not only that it looks great but it`s also multifunctional . A sofa 
that converts into a bunk bed. You can even sleep peacefully in the top bed 

because the bunk bed comes with integrated supporting ladder and protection 

guard. 



Home Sweet Home Sofa is an interesting sofa that can make you feel very relaxed and 
comfy. On the outside the Home Sweet Home Sofa is coated and varnished, on the inside 
PU-foam upholstery, covered with leather, cover removable. As you can see from the 
pictures the Home Sweet Home Sofa is like a very little room, just add a curtain and you can 
have your own place to relax.



These two pieces, the rocking chair, and the love seat are designed by Scott 

Wilson and they are from its new line of sofas and chairs called Purity. The designs 
are characterized by highly pronounced curves. Their structure is made of steel 

so that adds strength and durability and are also covered with a mesh of 

polyurethane. Finally these pieces look very modern, but they are just concepts 

for now…

http://www.mnml.com/slide_show/swf/


The „Sitscape“ is a seating zone with a length of six meters. The form transforms 
the usual use of a couch. The design is based on specific seating positions and 

smooth transformations between them. Based on the preferred relaxing positions 

of the client we generated six basic positions and formed a perfect fit for them in 

the “Sitscape”. Consequently, the “Sitscape” provides familiar possibilities for 

relaxing. The transitional areas between these positions are undetermined in their 

use.



Designer: D.K. Wei.
Very much like the Magnetic Floating Bed, the Cloud Sofa is a design

masterpiece. Designed for ultra comfort and relaxation, the Cloud magnetically

levitating sofa is the most amazing sofa concept. The magnetic force generated

by the base offers support for the very soft upper part of the sofa. It would be a 

great thing to work, relax or powernap on. Unlike the magnetic floating bed, it’s

not tethered with any steel cables. The soft cloud-like chaise lounge received an

honorable mention at the RELAX furniture design contest.

http://www.bornrich.org/entry/magnetic-floating-bed-a-design-masterpiece/


This unique seating arrangement is constructed from a single piece of 

red oak, cushioned with pleather-covered, high-density foam. The 

possibilities are great for modular combinations—side-by-side and 

end-to-end offer some interesting options (Designer: Victor Aleman)



(Designer: Victor Aleman)



(Designer: Elvis Pennetuzzo)

http://redirectingat.com/?id=1685X538790&xs=1&url=http://www.elvispettenuzzo.com/&sref=http://freshome.com/2010/02/18/flexible-and-fun-cross-sofa-from-elvis-pennetuzzo/


Toying with a part of every day communication designer Dima Loginoff creates 
the adorable Kisess Sofa.



A three dimensional model of the sofa is created with a computer 

program. The model consists of three curved faces which can be 

virtually unfolded. Next, these faces are manufactured from steel plates 

with a laser cutting process. The plates are bent and welded together to 

obtain the final shape of the sofa. All functionalities of the sofa are 

created from one continuous line.



The Eclosion pump-up sofa is an interesting take on the whole futon/sofa-bed 

concept. One side features a hidden air bladder that can be pumped up, 

turning it from a relatively small bed, to a sofa that’s suitable for a couple of 

people. It was designed by Olivier Gregoire.



The modular couch has wedge-shaped and squared units that permit various 

configurations. Every piece comes with long and slender ash wood slats that rise 

straight up from the backrest. Mimicking tall grass, this element becomes a sort of 

screen, inviting the user to part the stalks and peek through. Doubling as a 

solution for partitioning open spaces, the Knauf and Brown Hull Sofa can greatly 

alter the atmosphere of a room.



Titled “In the Raw,” the exhibition will feature the manufacturer’s most well-known 

pieces, such as the Fervela and Vermelha chairs, shown at mid-production, 

revealing the bones of the furniture beneath the surface and enlightening visitors 

to the layers of the design process. Brittany DeGirolamo, marketing manager, 

DDC, describes the show as highlighting, “Edra’s unique and eclectic designs in 

their raw form, allowing viewers to see the structural details.”



Nature with its’ astonishing perfect geometry has always been the primary 

source of inspiration for most forms of creative projects. QUARTZ is a system that 

couples two-dimensional pentagonal and hexagonal wooden structures, which 

develop in three dimensions following natural crystalloid formations.The

geometric volumes are covered with ecological fabrics in mixed colour 

variations producing an end result that resembles more a wild microhabitat 

than an armchair.



Inspired by nature. Seating Stones are bringing natural fundamentals back into 

the home. The new seating landscapes by Ben van Berkel - cheerful, free and 

variable. They fulfil our longing for naturalness and original forms of seating. For 

creative spaces – in lobbies, in the spaces between desks, in a welcoming 

entrée.



Freyja Sewell set out to create a private space within a publicworld, constructed 

from natural, biodegradable materials. Three years in the making, HUSH is now 

available for purchase. The outer shell of the pod is made from a single piece of 

industrial wool felt, while the internal padding is made from recycled wool fibres 

discarded by carpet manufacturers.



Collerette is a pouf that turns into a chair with blanket: in fact, the back of the 

seat is actually a rolled blanket, that -once opened- is used to wrap in a warm 

gesture of relaxation.




